
MEMO
Meeting with the Prcsident
5:35 to 6:02

He said he wanted to have a thank you from him to Ted Beau and

Tony Mayer if they have, in fact, stopped assisting.

I told him about Rog Morton wanting Dick Manner for Governor

of Samoa. He indicated that he was curious as to what's the reason

and he said let's get some other options.

I asked him about Larry Hogan. He said definitely. He's a good

man, let's find him something.

4, I mentioned Bob Seernens for head of ERDA. He said he didn't

know him but he wanted a top-notch guy.

1 mentioned Hathaway fo FEA - -

On 0MB 1 told him that we were looking for someone for to

replace Ash and Cole. He said "well, the 0MB thing is fast. That

coul.d be within a month.



I mentioned this Ash memo. He glanced over it and said

staff it out.

He agreed to the 9:00 a. ni. meeting for Timrnons with

that group tomorrow and I added Cheney.

He agreed to the signing ceremony on the campaign

financing for Tuesday.

; He said okay for the Cronkite four hours out at Camp David

on the 2 6th.

I left him the Cole memo on the pocket veto so DICK should

ask him.. . . make sure he sees that when it comes out of the out

box.

These personnel things, DICK, we've got to see, we tell
WALKER.

He asked me where I was going to live and we talked about

my housing problems for a while. He said why don't I go and

stay out at Rockefellers. And I told him I just didn't think I should

We talked about Joyce.

I told him he had some real problems around here now that

I have had a chance to look at it that Nessen and others were very

concerned abou t the detached speech operation that itts just

not Presidential. . . . the speeches aren't done until the last minute. .

there's no way to print them up... .mistakes are being made... . Wall Street



Journal liad an article about it today. . . . and secondly that we had

some problems with the Seidman operation but now the Summit was

over I thought we could get that squared away. He seems to be a

good manager and he was in to see me today about personnel and

slots and organization and we'll try to get that rolling. I said we

had problems with Buchen. That in my judgment you can't run

the Counsel's office like a three-man lawfirm. He was going to

have to move one of those three guys down make one a deputy

and begin to handle the paper flow or there would be some bad mistakes.

I told him I thought it was unfortunate, if he was going to wait until

after the budget cycle in January or February, to make these

space moves. 1 That that would mean that the first five or six

months out of a two-year term would be operating under a

wrong arrangement. He said "no, no. That's going to take

place when Ash goes and that's within a month."

16. I told him Carlucci had been approached on Ambassador to

Portugal and I hoped that that might work out. . . that we'd lose
manager

a good here in Washington but that Portugal is damned important.

He said yeah he's heard Carlucci is very good.



I perjured myself and told him that Cheney was a tremendously

able guy in whom I had complete confidence and while I was

gone he could rely on him totally. And he said that he was very

glad that Dick was on board and would be happy to work with him.

I told hint L was going to get a decision memo up to him

e xplaining the staff operation and said that the problem of managing

this place is that he is not assigned a manager in a sense. He

is assigned a coordinator and that I can coordinate like mad

24 hours a day, run around, I like these guys, I work well with them,

I can persuade them to do anything thatts sensible, and I do all day

long. . . . but everytime I spend 20 minutes trying to persuade somebody

to do something, 15 other things are slopping out the side because

they are not using the procedures and the system. And I said,

he's not going to be able to last as a President with this kind of an

operation. He was going to have to have someone in charge and

that each person, as long as they felt they had this relationship with

him, they were putting him in a position where he has to manage the

place and he isn't doing it. So he either has to manage it or he has

to have someone manage it for him. And they're all good guys but

they run in with schedule things that haven't been coordinated around

or if they run in with speeches that haven't been coordirated

around, or if they run in with legal opinions on pocket vetos that

haven't been coordinated around, he's not getting the best judgment of

all the people in the shop and that I felt that it was an arrangement that

need substantial tightening up.


